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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the Blue SHARK™ computerized code machine. We appreciate your business. We are confident your investment in this machine will pay off in increased productivity and in the ability to better serve your customers.

The Blue SHARK™ is the culmination of thousands of hours of research and development. This machine combines a state of the art, computer controlled code cutting key machine with the most extensive key code database ever compiled, plus the first-ever touch screen user interface.

In addition, HPC’s master keying (MasterKing®) and key management (KeyTrail®) software programs will download key cutting data to the Blue SHARK™, providing a comprehensive computerized solution to key control.

Please complete and return the enclosed registration card. It is imperative to register your machine with HPC. As a registered owner of the Blue SHARK™, you will receive notices of updates and upgrades to the machine, as well as access to our technical support.

If you have any questions about your Blue SHARK™, please contact our Customer Service Department at:

HPC. Inc.
3999 N. 25th Avenue
Schiller Park, IL 60176 U.S.A.

Tel: 800.323.3295 (from U.S.A. and Canada)
     847.671.6280
Fax: 847.671.6343
Email: hpc@hpcworld.com
     www.hpcworld.com
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